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13.6.07 philippe Legrain estimates that Europe should consider immigrants as a chance to grasp
import
and he accumulate sophism to support his case. Notably; " ln the same way that it is win-win to
maybe
computers from China, information services from lndia and banking services from the US, it is
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and
mutually advantageous to imports social workers from the Philippines, sweepers from the Congo,
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waitresses from Brazil." ( a plutocratic and globalist reasoning which
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..That's it| Putin is now definitively demonised in all the
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-Online 23.8.07 : " The Neo Nazi Cerd Honsik, condemned in Austria under the law of interdiction
(Verborsgesetz) , was arrested in Spain. This is a declaration from the Minister ofJustice referring to the
lnterior Ministry in Vienna and to Spanish authorities. Honsik, who took refuge in Spain, has been sought
after for many years for "renewing of activities" (to be understood National Socialist, according to the
Austria judicial way of speaking). Today, early in the morning, he was arrested on the basis of a
European warrant of arrest, issued by the Vienna Court, by the "Policia National" in Malaga. On 5.5.92,
Honsik was condemned to a prison sentence due to the publication of his book "Freispruch for Hitler"
(Hitler acquitted), by the jury of the Vienna Penal tribunal ( The condemnation dates I 5 years) . The case
would have been proscribed in all civilised countries- except in Austria where the law advocates up to I0
years for renewing of activitiesl Thus David lrving was condemned to three years for opinion- but was
released before the time due to pressures from Britain.
ORF

2007 (Postfach 1 05, CH-4008 , Basel) Ernst lndlekofer, concerning the
discussions on the "holocaust" and notably on the proposition of the Swiss Foreign affairs Minister to
organise a seminar on the perceptions of the holocaust:" He (Fritjof Meyer, redactor of Der Spiegel)
declared that the number of 4 million for Auschwitz-Birkenau was " a product of the Soviet war
propaganda". He estimates now that in two farms far from the bunkers, about 360 000 men were gassed".
.(...) The debate on the jewish genocide has received a new impetus from Fritjof Meyer. ln this way the
debate on this "most delicate question" has taken a massive amplification and cannot be stopped anYmore
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(...)tostopdebateonrhejewishgenocideiscomparabletothe lnquisitionintheMiddleAges.(...)The
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung states also:" Talks concerning political events have nothing to do with
penal justice unless one wants to impose a taboo on certain theses or prescribe certain ways of thinking ".
601-602 - Pierre Romain: " But it would be a gross error to see in Mr. sarkozy
as a pillar of the true right. His adversaries in the medias have pretended to defend him, reminding that
he has passed or proposed some "interesting" progressive "advances" such as place oflslam in the nation,
positive discrimination, homosexual marriages, vote for immigrants.." (we also think that our French
friends have most to fear from their new president.)
L.F: :"With the return of the European Constitution, theWTO negotiations, the selective immigration
policy (which will not stop the clandestine immigration) , the National Front still has some beautiful day
before him providing it quickly regain its national discourse, popular and social, away from the old
Marxist nonsense or the integrationist utopias toward immigrants." (We are joining our wishes to those of
"Lectures Francaises" , as the fight against the invasion - which first condition is the return to the freedom
LECTURES FRANCAISES No.

of speech- is becoming a question of life and death.)
LENOUVELLISTEl8.6.OT "Thepressrelarestheturmoil engenderedbytherepartitionofthel,25billion
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were squandered in a never ending fund management. ln this way, the lawyers enriched themselves on the
back of poor families who receive a few thousand of dollars only, the bulk going to rich families (lt is good
to remember that without Art. 261bis of the Penal Code (the Swiss Cayssot law) , the Swiss banks could
have saved these 1,25 billion dollars.)
8107 , Manfred Roeder on his participation to a conference in Moscow: "
The conference lasted two days. Representatives of twelve nation took the stage. Always in the sense of an
alliance with Russia, independently from the the US and UN (...) We will again return this year to Russia,
because it is there that there are possibilities of action - which do not exist anymore in the West).
DEUTSCHE BURGERINITIATIVE No

l\4lLlTANT No 589 - The editorial, denouncing the shortage of birth and alien immigration;" ln this
emergency situation concerning our survival, nothing necessary is undertaken, notably a policy to increase
births, but also putting into place a safety organisation, founded on a guided economy where human
factors, in limited quantity, are developed and aimed toward essential activities, especiallywealth
producing activities toward a power politics (...) France and the European continentwill only have a

future if they know, likeJapan, how to stand on their own, counting only on themselves in faithfulness to
their civitisation." (Congratulations to Militant for those good resolutions!)
No. 33 : Herbert Verbeke exposes a clear diagnosis: " Today, there is no society, but
a multitude of individuals living one next to the other, without any other goal but to satisfy their little
selfish interests: career, car, portable computer, holidays...". And he concludes; "lfwe hope that one day
providence decides to save us, one must begin by having the courage to show the example by talking the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth" ( He rejoins Moliere :" lwould like allto be sincere and
men of honour , no words should be spoken which did not come from the heart"
SANS CONCESSIONS

experienced artisans, highly qualified
doctors, engineers and scientists have emigrated - 7% more than the preceding year(...) At the same time,
like an irresistible force, the German people is replaced by aliens of all ethnic background. "
(This phenomenon is happening to all Western European countries; the medias are silent on this loss of
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ndigenous qualified people)

RIVAROL 14.O.O7 Pierre Vial, interviewed:" Only Le Pen dared say loud what all the others were thinking
softly and that gave him the merited gratitude of a large number of brave people. (...) lf the FN would

come back to a policy clearly anti-immigration ( I know that a lot are wishing for this inside the
movement), everything would again become possible. For the question of immigration will only get worse.
(...) The furure is EUROSIBERIA , with a spinal column which is the axis PARIS, BERLIN, |\4OSCOW ( These
wordsmakealotof sense)On21 .Og.O7,J.B.:"JeanMarieLePengaveaveryseverebalancesheetofthe
first months of the Sarkozy presidency of which he denounced the false promises , notably in matter of
schooling, repression of crime and immigration. On this last subject, the "Menhir" was particularly firm,
denouncing the back sliding before the squatters of Aubervilliers and the imposture of the pretended
reform on family regrouping." (Cood news)
A menhir is a carved column of stone which were used in Gaul for funeral purpose. The term was made
popular in the French comic book of Asterix and Obelix, where Obelix was the carrier of menhirs which he
use to throw at the Romans. The Menhir is a nickname for Le Pen. Translator.
No. l5,Jean Claude Martinez, National Front member to the European Parliament,
interviewed :" Today, human soclety is on automatic pilot, which means that politics has abdicated its
means of action. Societies are governed according to the tenets of the economy. We know them: they are
called PRICES, COMPETITIVENESS , COMPETITION, AND GOD THE FATHER HIMSELF : THE MARKET-". According to Bruno Larebiere, capitalism has become totalitarian . "Faced by such a system, it is no use
looking for adjustments. But to find again the strength to knock it down by means which cannot only be
political , but also cultural and spiritual."
LE CHOC DU MOIS

lnaHotmail on21 .9.O7, ReinhardWegelin,redactorof Schweizerzeitwrites: "lnordertoremain
competitive, the EU is planning a gigantic project. . lt wants in the course of the next 20 years to import
20 millions men from Asia and Africawith a permanent residence permit. ( A suicidal project for Europe)
Franco Frattini, commissar forJustice for the EU, wants that the EU in its entirety, modifies its close
strategy and allows millions of workers to come into Europe. (...) Frattini underlines that in reason of the
aging of the population and its diminution during the coming decades, the EU has an urgent need for
immigration." (the Frattini type globalists obviously will not propose any measure to stimulate the White
birth rate in Europe! Such an idea seems to horrify them: it could offset the scheduled racial chaos
organised by today's world masters).
ROBERT FAURISSON AT THE TEHERAN CONFERENCE

995, the French historian Eric Conan, co-author wit Henry Rousso of "Vichy, un pass6 qui ne
passe pas", wrote that I finally was right to certify at the end of the seventieth , that the gas chamber
visited in Auschwitz by millions of tourists was entirely false. According to Conan, expressing himself in a
prestigious French magazine :" Tout y est faux (...) (Evenrthing is false) . At the end of the seventieth,
Robert Faurisson exploited those falsifications due to the fact that those responsible for the museum were
not prepared to recognise them." E. Conan carries on; " People, like Theo Klein (would prefer that the
ln January

'l

alleged gas chamber is left as is, but with explanations to the public for this travesty;" History is what it is;
it just has to be told, even if is not that simple, rather than to add artifice upon artifice" . E . Conan then
reports a incredible statement form the vice director of the National Auschwitz Museum, who, is not
prepared to explain to the public the fraud. He writes: " Krystina Oleksy (...) states:" For the moment, we
leave it as is (this room allegedly used as a gas chamber) and we tell nothing to the visitor. lt is too
complicated. We will see later" (Eric Conan, 'Auschwitz: la memoire du mal", "L'Express" l9-25 January
I 995 p.68

Remarkg: Those words from a Polish official signifies in clear: we have lied, we lie and until further notice,
we will continue to lie. ln 2005, I asked E.Conan, if the authorities of the National Museum at Aushchwitz
had published a denial or raised a protest against the words which he had in 1995 attributed to K.

Oleksy. His reply was there were no denials and no protests. ln 1996, this imposture and others as well
were denounced by twoJewish authors, RobertJan van Pelt and Deborah Dwork, in a book jointly written:
'Auschwitz 127O to the present" , Yale University Press, 443p.. Here is a sample of the words which came
under their pen; "post-war obfuscation", "additions", "deletions", "suppression" ' "reconstruction",
"largely a post-war reconstruction " , p.363, "reconstructed", "usurpation" , "recreated", "four hatched
opening in the roof, as if for pouring Zyklon B into the gas chamber below, were installed (after the war)
p.364, "falsified", "inexact", "misinformation", "inappropriate" p.367, "falsifying" p.369' ln 2001, the
fictional character of this Potemkine type gas chamber was also recognised in a booklet accompanying
two CD-Rom and titled: "Le Negationisme" . Written byJean-Marc Turine and Valerie lgounet, this booklet
is prefaced by Simone Veil (Radio France- lNA, Vincennes, Fermeaux and Associates).
ON REVISIONISM AND THE MODERN WORLD
EXITUS
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Freedom of expression according to the Human Right declaration, does not exist any more since the
introduction of antirevisionist laws in most European countries. Under threat of prison, it is from now on

forbidden to question the official history of WW ll. The police is protecting the "truth".
WITCH HUNTING

LEI\4AT|NBLEUl0.9.07 Cermany.AjournalistemployedbythetelevisionchainNDRwassacked
yesterday for defending the family policies of the Nazis. Eva Hermann, former presenter of the national
televised journal "Tagesschau" (...) saw her contract annulled by the NDR chain. She recently declared to
"Bild am Sonntag" ;" Values like family, children and the mother's role, which were supported in the lll

in I968. "
(Underlining a positive aspect of national-socialism is not yet falling foul of the law, but justifies an

Reich were defeated

immediate firing)
IMPORTED CRIMINALIry

Alarm20.7.O7:"1n2005,70,5%ofall detaineeswereof foreignorigin.(...) Astheactual proportionof
foreigners is 20.7%, it signifies that foreigners are four times more likely to be prosecuted for crime than
Swiss.
LES PERSPECTIVES OF CHAOS

Fight against alien invasion, abrogation of laws type Gayssot, these are the conditions for the salvation of
Europe. This is the short term. The long time will include all measures for the preservation of the
biological substance of the White peoples.

